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Cool DVD Player is a high-definition DVD player software which supports multiple video
formats. The latest decoding technology makes your computer a perfect HD video & audio
playback platform.

Meanwhile, Cool DVD Player is a complete compatible media player and it can support a
wide variety of video formats including HDTV, DVD, VCD, MPEG1/2/4, AVI, RM, MOV, MP3
etc. Cool DVD Player can be extensively compatible with hardware, which performs stably
and smoothly under popular O/S such as Windows 2000\XP\2003\Vista. 

New   Features

Compatible with Windows Vista.
The current verification system is compatible with the old registration code. That
means users can activate the latest version with the old registration code. Upgrade is
absolutely free.
The problem of dual network adaptors has been solved

Features of Cool DVD Player

Complete wrong correction, Do the best from disk reading, disk navigation,
decoding and playback.Many kind of playback software will be halted and lead the
system to non-responding because of the low-quality and the bad track of the disc.
The users will often meet those problems. Cool DVD player adopted the direct disc
reading technology which can avoid the deadly reading, non-responding of the system
and the exiting of the disc.
Peaking and several deinterlacing process make the image playback so
clear.Super DVD image optimization offers high strength smooth playback by
removing screen burrs and dithering. Cool DVD player dual-core version supplies the
senior options which can effectively reduce the virtual images phenomena and bring
the precise, soft and exquisite image.
 

Completely support VCD and DVD navigation.
Can determine disc type in the DVD drive automatically and choose the right play
mode for DVD titles, video CDs, audio CDs or DivX/XviD Discs. Auto-resume and
Bookmarks let you jump right to the last viewed location of DVD.
Support the HDTV video files. Cool DVD Player supports resolution 1280 x 720
(720p) or 1920 x 1080 (1080p), high resolution ratio reaches MPEG-2 Video and
WMV-HD (Windows Media Video High Definition)

Functions of Cool DVD Player
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Cool DVD player supports up to 32 roads subtitles. Playing window menu during
playback-"subtitle selection" items list all the subtitles options provided by DVD and
the position can be dragged by moving the mouse. Cool DVD Player has unique
subtitles editor supports color changing, transparency, zoom, intelligent line break,
subtitle boundary peaking, subtitle size adjustment, subtitle bright part edition and
background part edition and subtitle precision processing.

Powerful Capture Function. Cool DVD Player adopt BICUIC-BSAMPLE technology
zoom freely, clear and sharp and it also can browse and save the pretty pictures from
your favorite movie

Smart Stretch let you enjoy any movie with 16:9 aspect ratio on any screen mode,
without distortion.

Powerful audio effect. Completely supports AC3, DTS ,MPEG,LPCM and other
encoding formats, also spectrum enhancement later effect added. Support 5.1/6.1/7.1
stereo.

Powerful image color temperature adjustment function. Including luma, contrast,
UV chroma and saturation.

An PC layer support background playback. Desktop Video enables you to watch
DVD and work simultaneously!

Practical DVD navigation function. Cool DVD player supplies Navigation/Directly
play/playlist, 3 options in total. Directly playing can help you skip the redundant header of the
movie. Many media players will breakdown if the navigation information is damaged, but Cool
DVD player can automatic switching to playlist mode to play the media file in disk, still could
continue to play the movie. Maximize the probability of playing disk. Using player control
dialog-general page to activate directly playing function.

System Requirements

Operation System: Windows 2000? Windows XP, Vista, DirectX 9.0 or higher.

Lowest hardware requirements

CPU     

HDTV(1920*1080) :MMX 1600MHz
DVD(720*480/576): MMX 166MHz

Video Card 

HDTV(1920*1080): HDTV compatible, 32M
DVD(720*480/576):8M
VCD(352*288/240):2M

Memory 

HDTV(1920*1080): 128M
DVD(720*480/576): 64M
VCD(352*288/240): 16M
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Hard Disk 

HDTV(1920*1080):  100M Install Space
DVD(720*480/576): 100M Install Space
VCD(352*288/240): 100M Install Space

CDROM 

HDTV(1920*1080):  8x DVD ROM
DVD(720*480/576): 4x DVD or higher ROM
VCD(352*288/240): 4x CD ROM

Recommended Environment 

CPU 

HDTV(1920*1080):  MMX 2400MHz
DVD(720*480/576): MMX 1000MHz
VCD(352*288/240): MMX 300MHz

Video Card 

HDTV(1920*1080):  HDTV Compatible, 64M
DVD(720*480/576): 16M
VCD(352*288/240): 4M

Memory 

HDTV(1920*1080):  256M
DVD(720*480/576): 256M
VCD(352*288/240): 64M

Hard Disk

HDTV(1920*1080):  100M Install Space
DVD(720*480/576): 100M Install Space
VCD(352*288/240): 100M Install Space

CDROM

HDTV(1920*1080):  8x DVD ROM
DVD(720*480/576): 4x DVD or higher ROM
VCD(352*288/240): 4x CD ROM
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